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Get more
for your solar

Who we are

Why we’re different

Energy Locals is a social
enterprise that’s making energy
cheaper, cleaner and fairer.

We love solar – and offer a great
feed in tariff.

What does that mean? Well for a start we promise
that prices will never change for profit.

That’s why we’ve partnered with solar installers
all over the country.
• Clear and competitive pricing for grid top up

We also offer a huge solar feed in tariff to help
customers get a better payback on their solar
investments, and we purchase carbon offsets for
every customer at no extra charge, making our
energy carbon neutral.

• No contracts - if you really find a better deal
elsewhere we won’t force you to stay.

Our prices are simple and fair and we pride
ourselves on transparency. We also believe that
good things can be done with energy spend,
so half our profit goes to Aussie communities,
charities and into new, local renewable energy.

The sign up process is simple,
you don’t even need to wait
until your system is installed
to start saving.

• We are a 100% Australian owned & operated
business.
• We pride ourselves on transparency and
delivering a great customer experience.
• We don’t own coal and gas power stations,
and have no incentive to support them - we
would rather you use as much possible solar
possible from your own roof.
• We still need the grid - no one wants warm
beer and prawns at Christmas, but it shouldn’t
cost thousands of dollars per year to have this
certainty - the grid is already there after all.
• We provide a simple online process to change
from your current retailer - now you’re
with a local Australian company, not a big
multinational.
• We provide a no commitment bill analysis to make
sure that the real savings we offer compared to
your last supplier are clear and consistent.

When can we
get started?

How to join

Remember there are no contracts, exit fees
or funny business – we just don’t work
that way.
Sign up online in under 3 minutes
www.energylocals.com.au/solus, or call our
Melbourne based team and mention Solus
Energy Solutions for the best rates on 1300 693
637 to get a fairer deal today.

Questions
Why are you doing this?
Because we think solar is the cheapest way to
supply energy to homes, and we want more of
it. We don’t own coal or gas power stations.

What happens if I want to leave?
We think our offer is fair and great value.
To prove we’re serious we have no contracts,
no exits fees. If you find a truly better deal we
won’t get in your way.

Simply go to www.energylocals.com.au/solus
to compare and save

